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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Nearly 150 years ago, scholars aligned verses from the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, and 
Luke in parallel columns. In doing this they noticed something t hey had not before . Up 
to this point, scholars had assumed that the Gospel of Mark had acted as a source for the 
Gospels of Matthew and Luke - as there in material in Matthew and Luke that is also 
in Mark. These scholars now saw that there was a significant amount of similar material 
found in Matthew and Luke, which was not seen in Mark. Thus the idea of a second source 
evolved, a source today known as Q. 
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Chapter 2 
Exploring Q 
The Q document is a conjectured, possibly written source of the sayings attributed to Jesus. 
Because the name of the author(s) of this Sayings Gospel are unknown, it is referred to as 
"Q" for the German word Quelle, or "source." Many scholars have attempted to reconstruct 
Q based upon the verses that are in both Matthew and Luke. 
2.1 Composition and Genre 
Unlike the Synoptic Gospels, Q is not a continuous narrative - that is, it does not focus 
on the life and miracles of Jesus. Rather Q is a collection of sayings and speeches of Jesus, 
organized according to subject matter. In addition, because "The Gospel of Q" does not 
exist as a separate document, the verses of Q are organized according to their placement in 
Luke. Mack notes that "Luke is preferred over Matthew because, in the majority of cases, 
Luke did not alter the terminology and sequence of the sayings as much as Matthew did -
thus Q 11:1-4 =Luke 11:1-4" [8, p. 48]. 
Q is also thought to contain some of the most memorable sayings of Jesus. For example, 
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it is thanks to Q 11:2b-4 that we know the Lord's Prayer, which Q presents in a form 
closer to the original than what is used in liturgy today. The form currently used today is 
Matthew's revis ion, found in Matthew 6:9-13. "Q also preserves for us the certainty of the 
answer to prayer: ask , search, knock, for a caring Father does provide, (Q 11:9-13)." [?]ther 
well-known passages attributed to the Gospel of Q are the beatitudes (Q 6:20-23), the 
love of enemies (Q 6:27-28, 35c-d), t urning the other cheek, giving the shirt off one's back, 
going the second mile, giving, expecting nothing in return (Q 6:29-30), and the golden rule 
(Q 6:31) [12]. Each of these sayings attributed to J esus are very important to the New 
Testament. They shape the image of J esus as he is viewed to this day. The words he has 
left behind allows Christians and scholars alike to trace back to the origins of who he was . 
2.2 The Jesus People 
Burton Mack, a professor of early Christianity at the Claremont School of Theology, sug-
gests that because "it is t he earliest written record we have from the J esus movement , Q 
puts us in touch with the first followers of J esus"[8, p. 47]. Mack proposes that scholars 
refer to them to as the "Jesus People," or early followers of the J esus Movement. Q "doc-
uments the history of a single group of J esus people for a period of about fifty years, from 
the time of J esus in the 20s until after the Roman-Jewish war in the 70s"[8, p. 47]. Q also 
offers an alternative account of the Jesus people. "Instead of people meeting to worship 
a risen Christ, as in the Pauline congregations, or worrying about what it meant to be a 
follower of a martyr, as in the Markan community, the people of Q were fully preoccupied 
with ques tions about the kingdom of God in the present and the behavior required" [8, p. 
48]. 
Q allows scholars and historians an alternate view of Christian tradition as it existed 
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in its earliest form. It presents this "J esus movement" ~ one that appeals to slaves and 
women, decla ring equali ty for al l. In this movement, "traditional sys tems of honor based 
on power, wealth, and place in hierarchical social structures were called into question , as 
were codes of ri t ual purity, taboos on intercourse wit h people of different ethnic roots, and 
taxation economies"[7, p. 9]. 
2.3 Matthew, Luke, & Q 
In some places, it is clear tha t the authors of lVIatthew and Luke copied Q almost word 
for word, as can be seen in Matt. 3:7b-10 and Luke 3:7b-9: You brood of vipers! Who 
warned you to fi ee from the wrath to come? B ear fruit worthy of repentance ... , as well 
as Matt. 11:21-23 and Luke 10:13-15: Woe to you, Chorazin! Woe to you, B ethsaida! 
For if the deeds of power done in you had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they would have 
repented .... At other times, either Matthew or Luke changed the wording of the Q verse. If 
one knows the editorial habits of Matthew and Luke, such as their li terary style, vocabulary 
and theological intention, it is possible to recover the original wording of Q by a careful 
comparison of the Matthean and Lukan versions of the saying. For example, Matthew and 
Luke have taken the following saying from Q: Matt. 5:6 and Luke 6:21: Blessed are you 
who are hungry now, for you will be filled. It is because of extremely similar verses such as 
these that scholars have considered the possibility of the existence of a second source, or 
Q. 
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Chapter 3 
The Layers of Q 
Although the idea of Q arose nearly 150 years ago, work on its composition and history 
continue to be done today. In understanding more about Q, scholars may learn more about 
the Gospels of Matthew and Luke, assuming they used Q as a source. "Recent scholarship 
has found it possible to identify three layers of instructional material in Q. Each of these 
layers corresponds to a stage in the history of the Q community." [8, p. 49]. Scholars refer 
to· these three layers as Q1 , Q2 , and Q3 . According to New Testament scholar, Burton 
Mack, 
... the earliest layer, Q1, consists largely of sayings about the wisdom of being 
a true follower of Jesus. Q2 , on the other hand, int roduces prophetic and 
apocalyptic pronouncements of judgment upon those who refused to listen to 
the Jesus people. And Q3 registers a retreat from the fray of public encounter to 
entertain thoughts of patience and piety for the enlightened ones while they wait 
for their moment of glory in some future time at the end of human history[8 , 
p. 49]. 
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Q 1 can be broken down into seven parts, revealing the t hought and actions of the 
Jesus people in 50 C.E. The first fairly large portion of Q 1spans 6:20-49. This consists 
of J esus' beliefs, including who he believes belongs to the kingdom of God, and how to 
treat others. The second portion, Q 9:57-10:11 , concerns the steps one takes to become a 
follower. The third, Q 11:1-13, discusses the necessary confidence one should have when 
asking God for his protection. The four th states that one should not be afraid to speak 
in prayers to God, or when speaking to his or her peers. The fifth teaches faith in God, 
reminding one to keep from losing oneself to a desire for personal possession (Q 12:13-34). 
The sixth portion explains the end of the world , and a conquest in which "the kingdom will 
eventually take over (Q 13:18-21)"[8 , p. 49]. Finally, the seventh, Q 14:11 , 16-24, 26-27 
and 34-35, explains the duties expected of a follower, and the consequences for anyone who 
ridicules or is disrespectful of the movement. 
By examining the verses specific to the reconstructed Q, scholars can see the innovative 
tradition that arose out of the Jesus Movement. By removing the glorification of the life 
and miracles of Jesus, t hey are left only with his words, which can reveal a great deal about 
the way in which he, · and his followers lived. 
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Chapter 4 
The Synoptic Problem 
In the nearly 2,000 years that have passed since the composition of the gospels, a certain 
evolution has naturally taken place. Over time, textual material is removed, and added, and 
then removed again. Therefore, original verses in a gospel may have been removed, and then 
re-entered hundreds of years later - only to be removed again. Given this fluidity, scholars 
cannot be sure which verses are original, or not. Thus many people have argued about 
the sources for the Synoptic Gospels; thus has arisen the "Synoptic Problem." Various 
scholars have developed a number of solutions to the Synoptic Problem. These solutions 
are their own hypothesis that address what text (written or oral) has served as a source 
for each of the gospels . 
4.1 Two Source Hypothesis 
In 1838, Christian Hermann Weisse, a German Protestant religious philosopher, became 
the first person to organize his thoughts about Q in a formal way. He found that there was 
textual material common to Matthew and Luke belonging to Mark. He also discovered 
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that there was textual material common to Mat thew and Luke not belonging to Mark, and 
named this second source, Q. Weisse's hypothesis came to be known as the Two Source 
Hypothesis, so named for the two supposed sources for 1vlatthew and Luke. However, the 
hypothesis was not widely accepted until Heinrich Julius Boltzmann endorsed it in 1863. 
He offered his own solution - a modification of Weisse's theory. 
Figure 4.1: Two Source Hypothesis 
In examining figure 4. 1, it can be seen that there is textual material in Matthew and 
Luke that can be found in Mark. But there is also textual material in Matthew and Luke 
not found in Mark, rather t his materia l comes from Q. In Boltzmann 's modification, he 
pointed out that Matthew also attributed some of his material to what scholars refer to 
as "deutero-Matthew," an earlier version of the Gospel of Matthew. Similarly, Boltzmann 
suggested Luke found some of his words in "deutero-Luke ," again an earlier version of the 
Gospel of Luke. 
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4.2 Augustinian Hypothesis 
Prior to Weisse and Boltzmann, most Catholic Scholars followed the thought of Augustine 
of Hippo, an early 5th century bishop who believed that Matthew was written first. Au-
gustine held that the author of the Gospel of Ivlark used Matthew as a source, and Luke 
used both Matthew and Mark as a source. In examining figure 4.2(a), it becomes apparent 
that Augustine ordered the sources in a linear fashion, mimicking the way in which they 
were canonized - Matthew, Mark, and Luke. While Augustine's hypothesis has fallen out 
of vogue, it is has served as an impor tant stepping stone towards modern considerations 
of, and solutions to, t he Synoptic Problem. 
Oral Sayings & Stories 
(a) Augustinian Hypothesis (b) Farrer-Goulder Hypothesis 
Figure 4.2: Two alternative hypotheses to the Two Source hypothesis 
4.3 Farrer-Goulder Hypothesis 
In 1955, English philosopher and theologian, Austin Farrer introduced his own solution to 
the Synoptic Problem in his publication On Dispensing With Q[5] . It was later endorsed 
by Michael Goulder, a British biblical scholar, who suggested that the author of the Gospel 
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of Luke knew the content of the Gospel of Matthew. 
In the ancient world, before the actual composition of a text, the stories and sayings 
were passed on orally. After several decades in which these stories had been passed on from 
generation to generation, the words were eventually written down. Farrer and Goulder 
make use of this fact in the composition of the Gospels of Mark and Matthew. Along with 
the oral sayings and stories, Matthew used Mark as a source (see figure 4.2(b)). In turn, 
Luke used both Matthew and Mark as a source for his own work. 
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Chapter 5 
Other Gospels 
In studying the Gospels, it is important to understand that they have undergone a certain 
"evolution." Often the canonized texts are not in their original form - due to the afore-
mentioned oral tradition, as well as an editing process . In such a. process, verses are often 
added, removed, and even re-a.dded . Although this project did not take into consideration 
these earlier "versions," it is still important to understand the texts that are under scrutiny. 
5.1 The Secret Gospel of Mark 
An example of an "early version" of a text is the Secret Gospel of Mark, also known as 
"Secret Mark," which is a portion of an early version of the Gospel of Mark. It "contains 
an account of the raising of a. young man from the dead, a. rite of initiation, and a brief 
excerpt of an encounter between Jesus and three women" [2 , p. 67]. The Secret Gospel of 
Mark was found in the Judea.n desert, twelve mi les southeast of Jerusalem in 1958 within 
a. fragment of a letter of Clement of Alexandria., "a. church writer who lived at the end of 
the second century" [2, p. 67]. The fragments of the Secret Gospel of Mark match material 
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found between Mark 10:34 and 35 and after Mark 10:46a. 
There is also an obvious parallel between the Gospel of John and the Secret Gospel of 
Tviark. Cameron argues that, the shared stories about the raisings from the dead suggest 
a "shared tradition, and raises the question whether this story came from a common 
collection, perhaps written in Aramaic, from which Mark and John have also taken their 
other miracle· stories" [2, p. 68]. 
He suggests that the recent discovery of Secret Mark has provided "new and unpar-
alleled information about the various editions of the Gospel of Mark, and has brought to 
our attention the widespread esoteric tradition among the earliest believers in Jesus" [2, p. 
68]. While it has long been known that the Gospel of Mark has undergone many edits and 
translations over t ime, the Secret Gospel of Mark confirms this. It a lso allows scholars to 
take such a layered tradition into consideration when reading and analyzing other Gospels. 
In short, "the Secret Gospel of Mark is additional evidence of the instability of gospel texts 
and gospel manuscripts in the first two centuries C.E." [2, p. 68]. 
As mentioned earlier, due to complications, this project did not take into consideration 
the Secret Gospel of Mark. Still, in researching this specific text, it was found that there 
is an understood instability that lies within each of the gospels. \i\lith this knowledge, the 
project was redefined, including certain assumptions that addressed such problems. 
5.2 The Gospel of Thomas 
While the Secret Gospel of Mark is merely an earlier version of the Gospel of Mark, there 
are other gospels in existence that cannot be found in the Bible. For example, in 1945, the 
Gospel of Thomas was found in the Nag Hammadi Library in Egypt. Like the Gospel of 
Q, the Gospel of Thomas is also a sayings gospel, filled only with the words attributed to 
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Jesus. It is a collection of 114 "secret" sayings as dictated by Jesus to Thomas, identified 
as the twin brother of J esus. The version found in Nag Hammadi, is a Coptic translation 
of the original Greek text. 
Three Greek fragments of the Gospel of Thomas were found in 1898 and 1903 in Egypt, 
but were not defined as such until t he 1945 discovery. The earliest Greek fragment has 
been dated back to the third century C.E. Therefore the Gospel must have been written 
sometime before 200 C.E - much later than the supposed composition of the Gospel of 
Q. 
Many of the sayings attributed to Jesus that appear in Thomas, also appear in the syn-
optic Gospels, "but for the most part appear to be independent of the canonical versions "[1, 
p. 1144]. Not only does the Gospel of Thomas provide a resource for the examination of 
the early sayings of J esus, it also increases the chances of the existence of Q. Because the 
two gospels are both a collection of the sayings and speeches of Jesus, the 1945 discovery 
at the Nag Hammadi Library points towards a further search for other gospels, similar to 
Thomas such as Q. 
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Chapter 6 
The Research Process 
On the first day of MATH 312, Statistics, Dr. Bentley taught me that there are five places 
a statistician is of use in a study: 
1. Defining the question 
2. Designing a study to answer the question 
3. Collecting and maintaining the data 
4. Analyzing the data 
5. Communicating the results to non-stat types 
He told us that the first two steps are the most time consuming of the steps, and can 
often last years. Not realizing that these words would eventually pertain to my life, they 
simply began as words in my notebook. It was not until the beginning of this semester 
that I truly understood what he was saying. truly understand the evolution of the project, 
it is important for the reader to have knowledge the discussions, thought processes , and 
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arguments between Drs. Jim and Don Bentley, and Dr. Lillian Larsen, and myself. so that 
he or she may 
6.1 Selecting a Topic 
Being a double major in mathematics and religious studies, I decided to seek out a topic 
for my senior thesis that would involve both subjects . This proved to be rather difficult 
task, and seemed almost impossible, until Dr. Jonathan Reed , a professor of religion at the 
University of Redlands suggested statistics and Q. 
Dr. Reed acquired the idea from a series of papers in which the statistical methods 
used to analyze Q were debated amongst various theologians. The first paper began with 
Theodore R. Rosche , who published The W ords of Jesus and the Futur-e of the "Q" Hy-
pothesis in 1960[13] . Eight years later , A.M. Honore published A Statistical Study of the 
Synoptic Problem[6] .The next publication in this series of papers was authored by Charles 
E. Carlston and Dennis Norlin, ent itled, Once More - Statistics and Q[3] in 1971. Three 
years later , John J. O'Rourke published Some Observations on the Synoptic Problem and 
the Use of Statistical Pmcedures[ ll ]. Sharon L. Mattila directly attacks the methods used 
by Carlston and Norlin , proposing her own analysis in A Problem Still Clouded: Yet Again 
- Statistics and Q[9] in 1994. Finally in 1999, Carlston and Norlin present their rebuttal 
to Mattila in Statistics and Q - Some Further Observations[4]. Unfortunately, the sta-
tistical reasoning applied in each paper was questionable - as the authors were primarily 
theologians attempting to use statistics. 
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6.2 Assu1nptions 
The more we learned about Q, the more this project seemed to grow. Understanding 
that these texts had evolved over time thro~gh translations and ed iting, we began to 
understand that there are many layers to the synoptic gospels and Q as well. As a friend 
of Dr. Bentley's, Professor Jonathan Reed agreed to meet with us. 
Dr. Reed had many helpful suggestions. He understood that because of the time con-
straint, simplification was necessary. He proposed that we make several assumptions. Since 
Q is a hypothet ical document, he proposed we assume that it is an extant document. He 
suggeseted that we use the International Q Project's reconstruction of Q. Also, since we 
are not sure as to which "version" we have of the Synoptic Gospels, a second proposition 
he made was to assume that the synoptic gospels found in the Bible are the original texts, 
6 . 3 Finding Q 
Because an electronic version , specifically a Unicode version, was required to run our pro-
gram, the task of finding Q became a difficult one. Finally in meeting with Professor 
Jonathan Reed, it seemed that our search was finally over. The aforementioned discussion 
of the "reconstruction of Q," led Jonathan to his next idea: a meeting with Milton More-
land, a professor of religious studies at Rhodes College in Tenessee. Dr. Moreland was 
also an editor of The International Q Project, a collaboration of New Tes tament scholars 
assembled in order to reconstruct Q based on the Matthean and Lukan verses they believe 
to be attributable to Q. Coincidentally, Dr. Moreland happened to be on campus during 
our meeting with Dr. Reed, who called up his old friend to invite him over to our meeting. 
Once Dr. Moreland arrived, we explained to him the project, and the problems we were 
facing, including the serach for a unicocle version of Q. Immediately upon hearing this, 
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Dr. rvioreland offered the unicode version of the Reconstructed Q used in the International 
Q Project . Finally it seemed that our search was over! Unfortunately, the character 
set used by Dr. Moreland in 1991 could not be read by any software we have access to. 
Therefore the reconstructed Q could not be used as an electronic source. 
We found a propsed reconstruction of Q developed by Jirair Tashjian, Ph.D., a Professor 
of New Testament at Southern Nazarene University in Bethany, Oklahoma. Dr. Tashjian's 
reconstructed Q, or "Tashjian Q," clearly defines the verses in parallel (that are Matthean 
and and those that are Lukan). His reconstruction made it capable to easily recognize if 
we were "in lVIatthew," or "in Luke," when running our program. 
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Chapter 7 
The Federalist Papers 
After reading the series of papers recommended by Dr. Reed, in which each author de-
manded that his method of statistically analyzing Q was the correct method, we decided 
to take our own, new approach to the problem. \Ve decided to start thinking of the problem 
in terms of authorship, and how the Gospels of Matthew, Luke and Q interact . We ended 
up focusing on the Federalist papers, examining the statistical methods used, and how the 
authors tackled the authorship problem in their case. 
The Federalist papers a re a series of articles which were published between 1787 and 
1788 urging New York citizens to ratify the Constitution. Though these articles were pub-
lished anonymously, under the pseudonym Publius, it is generally agreed that John Jay 
authored five, Alexander Hamilton, 43, and J ames Madison, 14. Essay numbers 18, 19, 
and 20 were joint papers - that is, each man contributed a certain piece to these specific 
articles . There are twelve essays whose authorship remains in dispute between Madison 
and Hamilton. Scholars have suggested that in particular, "the writings of Hamilton and 
Madison are difficult to tell apart because both authors were masters of the popular Spec-
tator style of writing- complicated and oratorical" [10, p. 276]. In addressing the disputed 
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authorsh ip of these letters, Fredrick Mosteller and David Wallace discovered that a close 
examination of words proved very helpful. 
\iVhen determining authorship by means of words, it is important to decide upon the 
words that are worth investigating, and those that are not. For instance, function words 
are much more valuable than content words, as they are articles, conjunctions, and prepo-
sitions. Mosteller and \iVallace define function words as, "[those] whose rate of use is nearly 
invariant under change of topic" [10, p. 280]. Some examples of the function words used 
by Mosteller and Wallace include wh1:lst, upon there, and on. 
Alternatively, contextual words are nouns that are specific to the topic but not reflective 
of the author. Thus, contextual words are less reliable when working on an authorship 
problem. In likeness with the definition for function words, we can define contextual words 
to be words whose rate of use varies under change of topic. An example of a contextual word 
in Mosteller and Wallace's study is war. In listing the occurrences of war in a frequency 
table (see table 7.1), they discovered that the 
" ... rates for the word war vary considerably for both authors. The meaning 
of war automatica)ly suggests that the rate of use of this word depends on 
the topic under discussion. In the discussion of the armed forces the rate is 
expected to be high; in a discussion of voting, low" [10, p. 278]. 
Thus in using function words, the results are less influenced by a change in discussion or 
topic. 
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I Rate/1000 Hamilton I Madison I 
0 (exactly) 23 15 
0 - 2 16 13 
2 - 4 4 5 
4 - 6 2 4 
6 -8 1 3 
8 - 10 1 3 
10 - 12 - 3 
12 - 14 - 2 
14 - 16 1 2 
Totals 48 50 
Table 7.1: Frequency distribution for war in the Federalist P apers. 
7.1 The Asymptotic Relationship Between the Poisson and 
the Negative Binomial 
The Bayesian approach Mosteller and Wallace used required that they compute the uncon-
ditional distribution of t he target word, the denominator for their posterior distribution, 
by considering XI-A"' Poisson (xj.A) for x = 0, 1, 2, ... , where x is the number of times the 
target word is seen in each block of words, and A is the rate at which the word occurs. 
Letting r be the number of non-target words, p be the probability an individual word is the 
target word, and q = 1 - p be the probability an individual word is a non-target word, they 
assigned A"' r ( .Ajr, ~ - 1) . By integrating over all possible values of A, the unconditional 
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probability mass fun ction is found to be: 
Because Mosteller and Wallace lacked computing power, they assumed a Poisson model 
might fit their data, although they also recognized that a negative binomial model might 
provide a better fit. They chose to make use of the asymptotic similarities between the neg-
ative binomial and Poisson distributions[10, pp. 31-48]. It can be shown that the negative 
binomial distribution converges to the Poisson distribution as the number of "successes", 
r, gets large, and subsequently p-> 1 and q-> 0. 
To show the convergence we first consider X '""NB(r,p) for x = 0, 1, 2 ... , where r is 
the number of "successes," p is the probability of an individual "success," x is the number 
of "failures," and x + r is the total number of trials. As seen in equation , the probability 
mass function (pmf) of X is 
fx(x) (7.1.3) 
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(x + r- 1)1p"( 1 - p)x 
x !(r- 1)! 
r(x + r) p~'(1- p)x 
:rlf(r) 
Appendix A.2 shows that t he expectation of X is 
E(X) = r c; P) 
r (~- 1) 
(7.1.4) 
(7.1.5 ) 
Equating the expectations from the Poisson (equation A.l. 5) and negative binomial 
(equation 7.1. 5) we have E(X) = ). = r 0 - 1) . Then 
). ..\ +r 
- + 1 
r r 
1 
p 
Solving for p we see that p = .>, ~,. . Substituting for p in equation 7.1. 4 we get 
f x(x ) r (x+r) ( r- ) ,. ( r )x 
x!f(r) ). + r 1 - ). + r (7.1.6) 
f (X + T) (-T )T (A + T - 1')X 
x!f(r ) .A +r .A + r 
r (x+r) ( ).) -r (). )x 
x!f(r ) 1 + ~ .A +r 
).X ( 1 + ~) - T f (X + r ) 
:z:! T f(r)(.A + r) x (7.1.7) 
Now 
lim fx(x) 
T--->00 
. ). X ( A) -T r (x+r) Inn - 1 + -
T--->00 X! T r (r ) (.A + rt (7.1.8) 
Appendix B shows 
I. r (x+r) lm = 1 
r->oo r( r) (.A + r)x 
( ).) _,. and 1 + ~ = e->-
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Thus, 
;_x 
f.>...·(x) = - e->. · 1 
x! 
Or X 5!:. Poisson (.\ ) where ). = T 0 -1). 
Note that for X "' NB(T, p ), 
Var(X ) 
Letting T ---+ oo we see that Var(X ) ---+ ). = E (X ) as it should. 
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(7.1.9) 
Chapter 8 
Statistical Tests 
Following Mosteller and Wallace's work on the Federalist Papers, we divided the Gospel of 
Q into 200-word sections. After dividing both the Matthean and Lukan verses into these 
200-word portions , there was a total of 45 sections. We then examined the rates of usage 
of selected target words within a ll 45 sections. 
To use the approach of Mosteller and Wallace we had to determine if it was reasonable 
to use the Poisson distribution to model the frequency of use of selected, t arget words. 
While l\!Iosteller and \iVallace eyeballed predicted and observed counts , we chose to use 
statistical tests to make our determination. 
8.1 Likelihood Ratio Test 
The likelihood ratio test chooses between two hypotheses based on the value of the ratio 
of their likelihoods. Suppose X; ~ f x(x!B) . Then the null hypothesis, Ho, specifies that e 
is an element of wo, where wo is a subset of the parameter space , n, the set of all possible 
values of e. Similarly, the alternative hypothesis , H], specifies that e is an element of W], 
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where w1 is disjoint from w0 . That is S1 = wo U w1. 
If the hypotheses are composite, each likelihood is evaluated at that value of e that 
maximizes it , yielding the generalized likelihood rat io, 
A* = maxiiEwu[Lik(B)] 
max11 Ew1 [Lik (B)] 
(8.1.1 ) 
If the ratio is small the likelihood that e E wo is less than the likelihood that e E WJ. Thus 
we reject Ho when the ratio is smaller than a value that is determined by the distribution 
of a test statistic. 
Rejecting Ho for small A • is the equivalent of rejecting Ho for small A, where 
A = maxoEwo [Lik( 8)] 
maxoEo [Lik (8)] (8. 1.2) 
It is important to note that A= min(A*, 1). Thus, small values of A* correspond to small 
values of A. Finally, the rejection region for a likelihood ratio test consists of small values 
of A. 
More specifically, for the word counts X 1, X 2, ... , X n, we consider testing the null 
hypothesis, H 0 , that the counts are independently and identically distributed as Poisson 
random variables with common rate .A , versus the alternative hypothesis, H1 , that they are 
independent Poisson random variables with rates, .A 1 , .\2, .. . , An where at least one pair 
of the AS is not equal. That is, Ho : xi rv Poisson(.\) versus Hl : xi rv Poisson( .Ai) , for 
i = 1, 2, .. . , n where Ai i- Aj for at least one pair of i i- j. 
Under wo, the maximum likelihood estimate of/\ is ), = x. Under S1, the maximum 
likelihood estimates of the .Ai are x 1 , x2, . .. , xn; we denote these estimates by .Ai. 
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The likelihood ratio test is thus 
n 
II~x;e-5. /xi ! 
A i= l n II .\t' e-i; /xi ! 
i=l 
n (- )x; II : ex;-x 
i= l ' 
(8 .1. 3) 
8.2 The Poisson Dispersion Test 
The likelihood ratio test statistic derived from equation 8. 1.3 is 
(8. 2.4) 
and it is distributed approximately x;,_ 1. Rejection of the null hypothesis occurs for large 
values of T(X) which, due to the negative sign, correspond to small values of A. 
A Taylor series expansion of f(x) = X i In ( t ) about x gives f (x) = (x- x) + (x -;x)2 . 
k + R(x) where R(x) is "srriall. " Substitution into equation 8.2.4 gives 
T(X) = 
~ 
n [ (X_ x) 2 l 2?; (Xi- X) + '2X + R (X) 
"'n (X- X)2 
0 + 6 i= l ' + nR(X) 
X 
"'n (X - X) 2 L.., , =l ' 
X 
(n- l )s2 
X 
T *(X) 
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(8.2.5) 
(8.2.6) 
Except for the effects of R(X), the two test are the same. However, because the test 
statistic generated by the Taylor approximation (equation 8.2.5) is proportional to the 
ratio of the sample variance to the sample mean it is apparent that it is testing the new 
hypotheses H 0 : the variance is equal to the mean versus H 1: the variance is larger than 
the mean - that is, the data is overdispersed. Thus, we are testing to see if we should 
be considering the negative binomial or not. This is because if the data is overdispersed 
the assumption of equality of mean and variance required by the Poisson is violated and a 
negative binomial model might more closely fit the data. Note that both tests will indicate 
a problem with assuming a common Poisson distribution across all 45 word blocks. 
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Chapter 9 
Results 
As seen in table 9.1, we reject the null hypotheses given above for only some of the target 
words - that is, there obviously exists a significant difference in the rates of usage, .A, 
of some of the target words. In the cases where we do not reject the null hypothesis, we 
cannot conclude that Matthew and Luke independently used different sources for their 
own composition. Therefore, the existence of Q is not ruled out. In the cases where 
we do reject the null hypothesis, it points towards the fact that Matthew and Luke may 
have independently used different sources, though the existence of Q is still not ruled out 
completely. In the end, it remains a possibility that Q existed. 
9.1 Future Work 
Because our data has pointed us in two different directions, more work obviously needs 
to be done. Further research might include considering a different reconstruction of Q. 
Though our research was done in terms of Dr. Tashjian's reconstruction of Q, it might be 
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word translation p-value reject null? 
0:1JT01J of him .006118 yes 
be but, and .392435 no 
EO: I/ if .135976 no 
E& sjhejit is, if .000415 yes 
anEv sjhe/it sees .0000867 yes 
ewv of God .004881301 yes 
TO// the .05868292 no 
Table 9.1: The resulting p-values for the high-frequency words 
interesting to test the results in terms of another reconstruction - as many scholars have 
different opinions as to which verses from Matthew and Luke should be attributed to Q. 
Also, since the ancient Greek language is much different than modern English, the next 
step would include the exploration of Greek function words and grammatical form. In 
classical Greek, there are five different forms: the nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, 
and vocative. Each word also has a singular and plural form - thus, each word has at least 
eleven different forms. Although our research tested the Greek word, we only considered one 
form of the word - at the time not understanding the complexity of the Greek language. 
In the last week of our research, we began to recognize that it is not enough to look at 
the rate of word usage. Rather, we realized it is more important to take into consideration 
the ways in which the words are used. For example, both Matthew and Luke refer to "The 
Kingdom." While Luke has a tendency towards the usage of the phrase, kingdom of God, 
Matthew often refers to the kingdom of Heaven. While the wording of each phrase is not 
exactly similar, both authors are essentially referring to the same idea. Therefore, future 
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research should redirect t he fo cus towards the context m which the words are used, as 
opposed to the occurrence of single words. 
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Appendix A 
Distributional Characteristics 
A.l Poisson Distribution with Mean ,\ 
Derive the moment generating function for the Poisson random variable, Y: 
The moment generating function, 1\!f(t) , for a random variable Y is defined to be M(t) = 
00 
y=O 
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We know the Taylor series expansion for 
Then, with x = et .\ and k = y, we have 
Thus, we have 
Taking the first and second deriva tives of M(t), we obtain 
M"(t) 
and thus 
E(Y) M'(O) 
M"(O) 
Var(Y) 
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(A.l.l ) 
(A.1.2) 
(A.1.3) 
(A.1.4) 
(A.1.5) 
(A.1.6) 
(A.1.7) 
(A.1.8) 
A.2 Negative Binomial with Parameters fJ = [r,p] 
Derive the moment genera ting function for the negative binomial random variable, Y: 
Recall that the geometric distribution is a special case of negative binomial dist ribution 
when r= l. 
r 
Y = l:X; (A.2.9) 
i=O 
becomes a negative binomial random variable with parameters (r ,p ). 
Therefore it suffices to derive t he moment generating function for the geometric random 
variable, X: 
Recall that the moment generating function, M(t), for a random variable X is defined to 
be M(t) = E(etX ) 
M(t) E(etX) 
00 
l:etxp(x) 
x= l 
00 
l:etxpqx- l (A.2.10) 
x=l 
00 
pq- ll:et qx (A.2.11) 
x= l 
00 
pq-l l: (etq )Y+ l (A.2 .12) 
x=O 
00 
pq-l(etq) l: (etq)Y (A.2.13) 
x=O 
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vVe know the sum of an infinite geometric series is 
Thus with T = e1q, we have 
-1 t ( 1 ) pet 
= pq (e q) _1_t_ = -1-t-. 
-eq -eq 
Taking the first and second derivatives of M(t), we obtain 
M'(t) p( -qet + 1)et + pqe
2t 
( -qet + 1)2 
(A.2.14) 
(A.2.15) 
M"(t) (p( ( -qet + 1 )et - qe
2t) + 2pqe2t) ( -qet + 1 )2 + 2q(p( -qet + 1 )et + pqe21 ) ( -qet + 1 )et 
( -qet + 1)4 
and thus 
E(X) 
Var(X) 
M'(O) 
1 
p 
M"(O) 
2-p 
7 
E(X2)- (E(X)) 2 
1-p 
p2 
Therefore since Y, a negative binomial random variable is defined as 
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(A.2.16) 
(A.2.17) 
(A.2.18) 
(A.2.19) 
(A.2.20) 
we can use the sum of independent and identically distributed geometric random variables 
to find the expectat ion and variance of the negative binomial random variable, Y. 
E(Y) = E ( txi) 
,=0 
r 
LE(Xi) 
i=O 
,.. 
p 
Var(Y) Var (txi) 
,=0 
r 
L::var(Xi) 
i=O 
r(l-p) 
p2 
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Appendix B 
Asymptotics 
Since 
and 
r(x + r) 
r(r) (,\ + rt 
the limit of the quantity is thus 
lim (1 + ~) n = e 
n~oo n 
= 
(x+r-1)! 
(r- 1)!(,\ + r-)! 
(x + r- 1) · · · (r + 1)(r)(r- 1)! 
(,\ + r)x(r- 1)! 
(~ + 1) ... (1 + ~) (1) 
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(,\ + r)x 
1 . 1· .. 1 
(0 + l)X 
= 1 
